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J ustice Rehnquist: For clerks, call 998-7976
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The Un iversity of Michigan Law Sch ool

Rehnquist to Speak to Law School Community
By Kathleen Davis

Law School students and faculty will
have the opportunity on Thursday and Friday to hear and meet William H. Rehnquls t.
ChiefJustice of the United States Supreme
Court.
The Chief Justice will meet Informally
with different groups of Law School stude nt leaders over lunch on Thursday. as
well as for breakfast and lunch on Friday.
Addltio_nally, Dean Lee Bollinger wlll host a
dinner on Thursday evening which the Law
School deans and faculty will a ttend.
Members of the general law school

community will have the opportunity to
hear the Chief Jus tice speak at a formal
address which will take place Thursday in
Room 100 at 4: 15. Pre-regis tration was
required for the reception In the Lawers
Club Lounge immediately following the
address. as a ttenda nce will be llmlted.
On Friday morning the Chief Justice
will address the firs t-year New Section.
Dean Eklund expects Rehnqulst to
discuss candidly the way the Supreme
Court operates at a n administra tive level.
as well as factors Influencing the justices·
decisions on a more individual basis.

Senate Discusses Budget
By Maureen McAndrew
The Law School Student Senate met on
October 16 and discussed budget allocations, vending machines In the Lawyers
Club basement, and a letter of complaint
written by an official of the CCRB regarding
a ·suggestion· ftled by a Law School student that conta ined profanity.
Treasurer Beth Rlckher stated that
s he planned to distribute allocation packets to Sena te-funded student groups soon.
In this respect. Rlckher mentioned that the
Federalist Society's had incurred a $510
deficit from last year's conference. Because of the lag In disbursement forms
from SOAS this matter was not brought to
Rickher's attention untll this fall. To remedy the matter. the Se11ate decided that the
first $510 of the $700 which the Society
was allocated this year will go to pay LSSS.
"'The Federalist Society Is a group that
advocates fiscal responsibility. They should
live up to that," said Senator Kevin Conroy
in response to another Senator's complaint
that LSSS was being cruel by In es sence
allocating the group only $ 190 for the year.
RJckher reported that making groups
pay thetr debts first our of their annual
budget was a matter of policy In all such
s ituations. During the first budgeting sessions. members gave defaulting groups
more ·padding". However. "When we cut
the second [and final] lime, all the generosIty went out," the treasurer s tated.
The Federalis t Society was not the only
student group to Incur a deficit last year:
the Environmental Law Society. Hispanic
Law Students Association, Intellectual
Property Students Association. and the
National Lawyers GuUd (NLG) went In the
red. The NLG had the second largest
deficit. amounting to $359. 17.
Senate PrestdentJohn Moore remarked
that h e was pleased with the current operator of the game machines In the Lawyers
Club basement, a nd believed that the

Eklund stated that she hopes students will
ask the ChiefJustice thoughtful questions
that give insight Into the Court's decisionma king processes and evoke his personal
reactions.
The Dean emphasized that Rehnquist
Is known as a personable, ch arming and
witty man, and that students should feel
free to ask him probing questions.
Rehnquist was appointed to the Supreme Court by President Nixon In 1971.
with his term commencing on January 7 of
the following year, and was nominated for
Chief Justice by President Reagan. After

his approval by the Senate. Rehnqulst was
sworn In September of 1986.
The Chief Justice will visit the Law
School as a Helen L. DeRoy Fellow. This
fellowship was established In honor of the
Detroit philanthropist whose name the
fellows hip bears. The endowment s upporting this fellowship annually brtngs
representatives from various practices to
the Law School. In the past. the fellowship
program has Includ~ judges. top-ranking
government servants. and private practitioners.

Ellsworth Study Qualifies Validity of
Eyewitness Testimony

mony of eyewitnesses about an event often
Senate was receiving the correct amount of
By Kevin T. Conroy
Income from the machines. Moore stated
Professor Phoebe Ellsworth, who holds reflects not only what they actually saw but
that the previous operator had been sus- joint appointments In both the Law School information that they obtained later (82. 5%
peel In regard to reporting with the proper and the Department of Psychology. has agreement): 4) an eyewitness's confidence
amount. The Director of the Club. Diane provided a new resource with which judges Is not a good predictor of his tdentlflcatlon
Nafranowitz, willconsiderlnstalllngchange can evaluate the validity of expert testi- accuracy (82.5%).
ma chines If the machines are succesful in mony.
"By providing for a better consensus
another donn on campus. The donn Is exCurrently, the standard for detennln- our survey should prove useful not only to
perimenting with a new system that would Ing whether expert testimony Is admissible Judges. but to eyewitnesses and trtallawprevent traditional problems of machine In court is based on relatively vague stan- yers as well,· sald Ellsworth. However, she
break-Ins.
dards of what Is ·generally a ccepted" in a Is worried that Judges will throw out testiMoore then reported that an official a t particular field. Ellsworth contends that mony which does not meet the 80% agreethe CCRB had sent the LSSS was sent a most trial judges lack the necessary train- ment rate.
letter which Included a photocopy of a ing for making such a determination.
Ellsworth Is not convinced that the
CCRB sugges tion form that had been fllled
Ellsworth conducted a survey which ·generally accepted" standard per se Is the
out by a law student. The student ad- establisheda consensus on fourof 21 propo- best criterion for determining the admissidressed h is comments to "f-head" and sttions regarding the u se of eyewitness tes- bility of expert testimony. Since attorneys
requested that the CCRB do something tlrnony. These four propositions were ac- often use expert witnesses to neutralize the
about the "f-tng" low water pressure in cepted by at least 80% of the experts In- persuasiveness of an eyewitness's testimony. she believes that a different stanthe water fountain by the weight room. volved ifl the study.
The CCRB official requested that the law
The propositions accepted by the ex- dard Is necessary to avoid making Jurors
s tudent, who had signed his name to the perts were as follows: 1) an eyewitness's unnecessarily skeptical of eyewitness tessuggestion form, write a letter of apology account of an event can be affected by how timony.
the question put to that witness Is worded
concerning his tasteless remarks.
Further. Ellsworth believes that expert
A copy of this letter was also sent to (88. 9% agmeeep~): 2) police instructions testimony should only be allowed when It
)¥\vitness's willlngness to would provide Jurors with Information they
Dean Bollinger. the student lnJO~C\Atl> JccJ,DtiDt
the student's permanent addre~IJbcYll> LA,LJI) eM d
flcatlon and/or the ltkell- do not already have as a result of thetr
the director of the CCRB. The consensus hood that he or she will identify a particular common sense and experience.
See Ellsworth, Page Five
of the LSSS was to maintain a pollcyCt"TJ'C~n1 g&f1% agreement): 3) the testinon-lnterference.

Sports

\f.

m

By Colin Zick
The LSss Sports Committee has announced the winners from the fJist sporting events of the fall season.
In the Beach Volleybau. the victors
were "Animus Revertendi.· Rich Perlotf,
Jeff Shewchuk, John Pernlck, and Scott
Lewis, who displayed their wild form In the
sand as they bumped and set thetr way to
victory.
Taking honors In the past weekend's
golf tourney at the University of Michigan

it

'ee Announces Winners
t"" IJ
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course were the team of Steve Skwara.
Charles Ruck. Chris Madel, and Scott
Moore. They carded a nine under par 63ln
the four person scramble format. At the
other end of the spectrum was the team of
Jeff Roth, Lydia and Kurt Loren, and
Suzanne Snyder. who got ofT the course
alive, posting a score of eleven over par.
However, that team was not without Its
glory. Snyder won the contest for the
shortest drive, a mere 22.5 yards.

•

Sandy Perl ripped a ball 292.3 yards tc
capture the long drive prize. while Scott
Moore (of the low team) also captured the
closest to the pin prize. placing his ball a
mere 7.5 feet from the hole. All those who
participated also deserve kudos. as the
weather outside was defmitely not condusive to knit shirts and bennudas.
The most recent event on the Sports
calender was "Croquet-on-the-Quad,· held
last Friday. at 4 p.m.
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Money Matters
The budgeting ofLSSS monies Is never a
fun tuk. Yet this year's version of the
muathon seems to have come along almost
painlessly. The meeting was thankfully
cUvided Into two nights, the schedules were
reasonably kept and the documents were
well organized. The rite of initiation of first
term Senators was almost devoid of any
suffering.
Of note is the Senates's decision to hold
accountable groups who overspend their
allocations by subtracting that amount from
this year's funds. Truly, if such sanctions
are not enforced on the groups for past
mistakes, there will be no meaningful method
to redress such matters. To groups Involved,
it may seem harsh to hold them responsible
today for what their predecesors perpetrated
previously. But this is precisely what all
budgeting is premised upon. Groups gain
more funding by showing responsibility and
continuity from year to year. If the previous
officers did not properly manage the
organization's affairs, groups should suffer
u they would have benefitted from more
responsible management.
AUocatlng funds is never easy, always
atressful and terribly time consuming. The
job wu handled professionally by the Senate.
Hopefully, many good projects and events
will occur from these funds. In any event, It
was quite amazing to see over $100,000 in
requests reduced to under $30,000.
P.S.C.

Equal Opportunity to Discriminate
By David Cerda

By permitting the law finn of Baker & McKenzie to u se
the law s chool's placement office wi thout any censure
whatsoever. and by n ulllfying the law school's cens ure of
the FBI last vea r. Dean Lee C. Bollinl!er abandoned the law
school's equal employment opportunity ("placement")
policy. The dean has yet to m ake a public statement re·
garding the Baker & McKenzie decis ion . but explanations
delivered to myself and s tudent groups thus far s uggest
that the dean will avoid e nforcing the policy ·· regardless
of how inconsistent his decisions a re. The dean has not
announced procedures nor standards for his decisions .
One can only divine what the policy Is by reading Its
language and analogizing the instan t facts to the dean's
reasoning in prior cases . With at least th ree new place·
ment violation complaJnts filed by students this semester.
including one filed agaJnst Baker & McKenzie, wha t re·
mains of the placement policy. if anything. will be put to
the test
The Dean Is solely respon sible for Interpreting this
policy, which s tates tha t placement services "are not avail·
able to any organization or individual tha t d iscriminates in
recruitment or employment against any person because of
race .. . ." Las t fall . the dean made his first placemen t
policy decision when he revoked the FBI's recruiting
pr1vtleges for one year. Bollinger then nullified this
decision by honoring FBI Director William Session s with
an invitation to deliver the law s chool's commencement
address. Las t December. a Baker & McKenzie partner
racially harassed a University of Chicago law s tudent
during an interview. At the close of the year, Dean Bollin·
ger led me to believe that he was going to find that Baker
& McKenzie violated the law school's placement policy.
Instead, Dean Bollinger s h uttled Baker & McKenzie
into Room 200 on the first day of the Interview season . The
finn's good fortune of receiving such a prized slot was
hardly computer generated. Rather, this early date was
Intended to, and partially s uceeded ln. forestalling stu·
Greetings and welcome to Chief Justice
dents from organizing a fuller response.
William Rehnquist on his visit to the
During discussions with HLSA members this fall,
Michigan Law School later this week. The
Dean Bollinger "distinguis hed" the FBI and Baker &
opportunity to meet and cUscuss Issues
McKenzie cases, stressing five points In presenting his
argument. Ftrst, the FBI banning followed a federal
with a penon of such stature is indeed a
district court decision, whUe Baker & McKenzie partner
rare prl'rilege for law students. The law
Harry O'Kane admitted dtscrlminat.lng against a student
community will hopefully give the Chief
the basis of race. Second. the FBI d iscrimination was
on
Justice a warm reception.
systematic, whUe the Baker & McKenzie case Involved a
...._______________P_.s_._c_.-....J single partner. Third, law firms should not be held

Glad You Could Stop By

a ccoun table for the individual a cts ofits members. Fourth.
both cases did not take place on this campus. Fifth, by not
Invoking the law school's placement policy In this case,
the policy remains vague a nd thus m ore threa tening.
These ooints art> ~clciressed in turn.
Firs t. Ha rry O'Kane ADMITIED his wrongdoing and
U1ls fact remains uncontested by the flrm: there is n othing
more a federal court need establish. This . like the FBI
matter. is an easy case whe re the law school n eed not
Investiga te facts nor judge the credibUlty of the parties
involved . Bollinger's "distinction" sugges ts, then. that he
s imply wants to avoid enforcing the placemnt policy.
Second. the law sch ool's placemen t policy clearly
s tates that "placement services are n ot available to any
organization ... that discrtmina tes .. . against any person
because of race .... " But. apparently. Dean Bollinger now
reads this clause to require s ystemicdiscriminatlon . Well.
this revision Is news to all and should give pause to
students who are the object of discrimination unless they
can also allege the discrimination is systemic.
Dean Bollinger's third point. much like the second. Is
to reject the well-established d octrine of respondeat superior. Under the doctrtne. employers are held responsible
for the acts of their employees commited within the scope
ofthler employmen t. The theory is, of cour~. that employ·
ers will take a greater interest in seeing to it that their
employees act responsibly. The dean's cavalier dismissal
of this dod rine, however, sounds the death knell for the
placement policy. Again. a Harry O'Kane type of incident
would not fall under the dean's (new) policy.
Dean Bollinger's fourth point overturns his FBI d ec!·
s lon and now requires that the discriminatory a ct by
sys temJc and committed on thls campus. An incident that
meets all thse criteria is difficult to Imagine.
Fifth. by working through the the facts of the two
cases, the placement policy's boundaries obviou sly aren't
vague and meanaclng, but rather ridiculously circum·
scribed and meaningless. While a vague policy may have
Importance until tested as Dean Bollinger suggests. a
policy tested and so narrowly clrcumsribed Is worthless.
This is not to suggest that banning Baker & McKenzie
for one year was the only way to hold the finn responsible
for the acts of one of its partners. Dean Bollinger could
have found that Baker & McKenzie violated the placement
policy and placed the frrm on probation. permitting the
finn to use our placement services while evaluating their
response to the incident. Then. at least some semblance
See Equal, hge Three
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Working for Covington: Hazardous to Your Health?
By Paul Adelman

Last week large numbers of second- and third-year
Jaw students interviewed with Covington & Burling. the
blue-chippiest of D.C.'s blue-chip law firms . With res pect
to the groups supporting the Baker & McKenzie boycott.
1have a better reason to boycott Covington . Covington's
representation of a particular, reprehensible client mandates our condemnation - something that our status as
paid advocates cannot negate.
When I check out firms I might work for, a key
consideration is who they work for. For me, the two a re
inseparable. You simply cannot pay me enough to work for
one particular American industry. Tha t industry is lhe
tobacco industry. The industry's p.r. work Is largely done
by the Tobacco Institute. a long-time Covington client.
There are s ignificant differences between the tobacco
industry and other industries, and behveen the legal work
needed to represent the tobacco industry a nd other industries - differences that warrant refusing to represent the
tobacco industry or to work for frrms that do.
First, some Indis putable facts. Note that I said
"indisputable,· and not ·undisputed.· Some might dispute that the Earth is round. and not flat. but it Is
indisputable that it actually Is round. Likewise. It is
indisputable that: tobacco kills hundreds of thousands of
Americans annually (390.000 per year according to the
Surgeon General, and 2.5 million per year worldwide): the
tobacco Industry has known since the la te '50s and
early'60s that smoking Is both lethal and addictive: nicotine is as or more addictive tha n alcohol, heroin and
cocaine (one scientist found tha t monkeys hooked up to a
nicotine-on-demand i.v. would keep pressing the lever
until they died, without stopping to eat or sleep): and
smokers, once they are addicted. cannot freely choose not
to smoke. Since addiction is medically defined by the
difficulty of stopping. not by the Impossibility of doing so,
that some people can quit smoking is not an argument
against the addictiveness of tobacco.
I think it's fair to say tha t there is nothing good.
beneficial or worthy about tobaccco, the tobacco industry.

smoking or the Tobacco Institute. Nothing.
If smoking were merely lethal. as opposed to being
lethal and addictive, then there might be some legitimacy
to the argument that people who knowingly choose to
smoke themselves to death ought to be able to do so. But
addiction moots that argument. Poll after poll shows that
the great majority of smokers want to quit. People, mostly
teen-agers. may choose to begin smoking. But how many
people. once they are addicted, really freely choose to
continue smoking? This Is the industry claim - we've all
heard it. a nd I use "choose· here in the sense that the
tobacco industry uses it. to mean ·a conscious exercise of
free will. · The mere act of smoking is worlds apart from
actually des iring to s moke. Even internal tobacco indus·
try documents admit tha t but for nicotine. no one would
smoke. Do you really believe that people voluntarily inhale
flaming combustion products?
Publicly. the industry denies everything. largely
through the Tobacco Institute. Covington ·s client. It is this
denial. in the face of absolutely Incontrovertible contrary
evidence. that distinguishes the tobacco industry's behavIor from that of other industries tha t market dangerous
products. Compare the warning labels that appear on
dozens of products with cigarette warning labels. Four
distinctions appear: most warning labels are put on
voluntarily by the manufacturere. not forced on by the
government; cigarettes are far more dangerous than, say.
Ja wnmowers: cigare tte warnings are far Jess complete
than the lengthy and thorough warnings other manufac·
turers supply: and, unlike the tobacco industry. other
indus tries do not spend billions on advertising. lobbying
and other p.r. In an effort to mitigate even those grossly
Inadequate warnings that do appear. In sum. other
industries h ave tended to reform when it becomes evident
that their products are unreasonably dangerous. The
tobacco industry. on the other hand. still claims that
smoking does n't cause cancer: in fact. last year it published a manual that claims that smoking is anti-carcinogenic.
We are lawyers. not scientists. If lOscientists say one
thing. and 10 say the opposite, then I suppose it is

Hellish Interviews
Pardon me ifl sound like the "church
lady.· but who was that I saw you interviewing with? Was is SATAN?
Let's give the devil his due. Does he
show up with horns, pointy tail. and
pitch fork? Nota chance in hell. The last
thing he wants to do is give us "recruits"
any warning about who we are dealing
with.
Does he ask us to stgn contracts in
blood binding us to eternal damna tion
in exchange for some earthly pleasure?
No - he knows he wouldn't stand a
snowball's chance by making the terms
so explicit. Besides. as law s tudents we
might be able to figure out a way to break
the contract.
He knows that to get anywhere with
us, he has to be much more cunning.
So he comes to room 200 in the
guise ofa Jaw finn recruiter. He showers
us with promises of prestige and power
and personal satisfaction. And he o!Ters
us money. Lots of money.
If we s how potential, he llies us
around the country, giving us a taste of
the "good life.· He treats us to lavish
dinners and puts us up in extravagant
hotels to s how us how important we are.
Perhaps he even donates a tiny portion
of the money spent (o the homeless tore-

lleve any pangs of guilt we might feel.
He shows us where we would work.
Beautiful offices filled with beautiful
people and expensive furnishings. Places
where we could forget the world's problems.
There is one small catch. One minor
point that puts us in mortal peril. We'll
have to work for him.
We'll have to agree to spend our lives
working to "protect" the richest. most
powerful corporations and people in the
world.
When some poor fool gets his body
mutilated tn a car accident, we'll have to
be there - protecting the automaker.
When someone dies of lung cancer,
we'll have to be there - protecting the
tobacco industry.
When working people want their slice
of the pie cut a little more generously.
we'll have to be there-guarding even the
crumbs from their undeserving flngers.
When women or blacks or his panics
or others file harassment and discrimination complaints, we'll have to be there
- defending the employer.
I know. This is the 1980's. We're all
too modem to believe in the devil. Hell.
the idea of someone working to corrupt
our souls is absurd.
Isn't it?

legitimate to believe what you choose. However, when all
the legitimate scientific evidence says one thing (and there
is no field in which the evidence is more one-sided and
complete). it is implausible and unethical for a non·
scientist to represent otherwise. However, this is what
tobacco industry lawyers must do. They march into court
-pro-tobacco automatons- and state that smoking isn't
addictive and doesn't cause cancer. If any action can be
viewed as objectively morally wrong. this qualifies. Makings uch a representation is unethical both as a lawyer and
- more importantly - as a human.
This is a very sticky question, with no good answer:
Where is the point beyond which a lawyer must refuse to
work for a business client? I don't have an answer. except
to say that the tobacco industry is way beyond that point.
Tobacco industry lawyers are inextricably linked with an
irresponsible sector of American business that exists only
because millions of smokers are addicted to their lethal
product. There comes a time when society mus t universally condemn such unacceptable behavior. I do not see
how status as a lawyer somehow makes this any different.
If anything. legal standards of ethics and morality should
be higher than those of the general public.
Most observers agree the tobacco industy is dyingslowly - as public opinion mounts against it. The
industry is fighting this inevitable decline with all its
considerable might. Every year that It clings to life
represents hundreds of thousands of additional deaths it's as simple as that. We. as the newest generation of
lawyers. have a disproportionate ability to shape our
world. So. if we can speed the industry's decline by
withholding our participation. we should.
So. what's the pointofall lhis? Well. find out who your
prospective frrm's clients are. You can always get jobs. so
go work for someone else. The tobacco industry Is
fabulously profitable. So what? It owes Its continued
existence to nothing other than its ability to generate huge
profits from captive consumers. Should a firm accept any
client that can afford the fees? Are you willing to work for
someone or something merely because it can make you
rich? In other words, are you for sale? I hope not.

Equal Opportunity Should
Be Reality In Interviewing
Continued from Page Two
of an equal employment opportunity policy
would have been preserved. But, even this
measured stance may have attracted the
ire of alumni and members of the University administration.
A better (bright line) approach would
be to hold firms strictly liable for the discriminatory acts of its members and ban
them for one year - keeping in mind that
the minor inconvenience to frrms of holding interviews in a hotels uite is outweighed
by the importance of preserving the principle of equal protection.
Where the placement policy stands
now is anyone's guess - Dean Bollinger
could reverse his position again and en·
force the policy despite his pronounce-

ments in the Baker & McKenzie case. But
the tenor of his decisions is clear: on this
racially troubled campus, standing up for
civil rights is taken to be grandstanding for
civil rights and living up to principles calls
too much attention to them.
While the Dean may have abandoned
the Jaw school's placement policy. students have not. A number of student organizations have drafted a statement to be
sent to firms using Room 200 that affirms
our commitment to the equal opportunity
in employment that is embodied in the
placement policy as written.
At least firms will know well that stu·
dents are committed to equal opportunity
in employment and that they will respond
to discriminatory acts.
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LSSS BUDGET REQUESTS AND ALLOCATIONS

COMMriTEES
Admissions Committee
Financial Aid Committee
Social Committee
Speakers Comrnlttee
S ports Committee
ORGANIZATIONS
ACLU
Amnesty International

AALSA
BLSA
ChrtsUan Law Students
Environmental Law Society
Family Law Project
Federalist Society
Headnotes
Health Law
HLSA
Immigration Law Project
IPSA
International Law Society
JLSU
Law School Arts Committee
LGLS
Law Student Families
National Conference--Women & Law

NLG
NALSA
Quadrangle
Sports Law Society
SFF

WLSA
TOTALS

1988-89
Budget Request

1988·89
Allocation

1989-90
Budget Request

1989·90
ALlocation

$370
$455
$21 ,530
$12,380
$3.925

$200
$300
$7,600
$4,050
$ 2,705

$325
$380
$16.065.25
$14.750
$4,093

$175
$50
$5.565
$4,000
'$3.045

$2 ,679.48
$0
$2.280
$4,305
$700
$1 ,500
$1,700
$2,600
$200
$7,660
$7,003
$150
$4,248
$400
$994
$0
$2,800

$621.14
$0
$800
$2,023.23
$220
$500
$1,100
$650
$175
$720
$1,242.95
$150
$300
$588
$664.50
$0
$400
$150
$500
$1,050
$550
$50
$100
$1,200
$450
$29.059.82

$1.200
$2.900
$1.500
$6.810
$300
$2.000
$1.500
$2,460
$350
$3.727
$7,725
$600
$4,984
$1,630
$800
$4,980
$6,810

$125
$350
$850
$2,050
$200
$965
$1,300
$700
$300
$385
$1,400
$120
$865
$610
$400
$2,200
$450
$0
$500
$1 ,300
$150
$50
$140
$1000
$425
$29,671.00

$965
$2,945
$1.800
$700
$250
$1,475
$1,645
$87,739. 48

Locke Purnell Rain Harrell

$1.400
$9,320
$2.000
$300
$350
$1.570
$2.245
$102.774.25

AVARICE, GLUTTONY & GREED
OF WALL STREET, CENIURY CI1Y, AND HOT SPOTS

Dallas, Texa s

Cordially inviates all second and third year
Michigan La.w students to interview with us
if they happen to be in town anyway

will be interviewing interested second and
third-year students on

We are a mediocre firm of several dozen lawyers engaged in a horrendously
dull practice. Our finn Is divided into five departments: Corporate. Tax.
LIUgallon. Real Estate and More Tax.

Thursday, November 2, 1989
for positions in our 1990 Summer Associate Program
and full-time positions for Fall, 1990.

Locke Purnell Rain Harrell is a professional
corporation employing 189 attorneys. The firm is
engaged in general civil practice, including nearly
all aspects of business and commercial law.
Significant areas of concentration include
commerciallitigaiton, antitrust, corporate and
securities, real estate, tax, bankruptcy,
environmental, banking, administrative,
municipal, products liability and labor.
Late interview sign-up begins in the Placement Office on October 26.

Our corporate practice Is unbearable. Young lawyers looking for intellectual challenge are encouraged to read newspapers on their own time. We
feature extensive In-house training sessions designed to teach young
associates how to proofread. xerox. staple. and lick stamps.
Our real estate department generally handles clos ings for unscrupulous
developers selling nonexistent parcels of land to gullible widows.
Our la."{ department features a great deal of hands-on experience, inasmuch
as almost all of our tax lawyers have been indicted at some point in their
careers and most have been convicted.
We do not have a formal poUcy with regard to pro bono work; however, we
would never allow it.
Our summer program usually consists of ten to ftfteen summer associates.
most of whom quit after the first week. Summer associates are usually
rotated on a centrifuge through each of the departments. While our fmn
has not been rated In recent American Lawyer s urveys, we have been cited
twice by the U.S. Department of Labor for inhumane working conditions
and repeated violations of the thirteenth amendment In contrast to other
firms, which take their summer associates out to lunch on a regular basis.
we do not allow our summer associates to eat lunch, as Jt tends to interfere
with their work.
Many of our atto111eys are graduates of a law school, and several. have read
a Law Review. We
confident many of you will find this unique combina·
Uon of philosophy and practice attractive.

are
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SFF: How They Do What They Do
By J eff Brown
This installment represents the first in a
series detailing the goals of the SFF an( the
experiences ofstudents who have participated
in the program.
Founded in 1978, Student Funded FelJowships("SFF") provides financial assistance
:o students interested in worlting in publicinterest jobs. SFF allows students to provide
legal representation to people traditionally
underrepresented in the law.
Since its inception, SFF has experienced
significant growth. In 1988 the group funded
.;8 students who took low-paying, public
interest jobs. In 1989, SFF funded 54
s:udents who took such jobs. More significantly, SFF has historically funded all qualified students.
Traditionally, SFF has funded a variety
of public-interest jobs, ranging from work in
the U. S. Attorney's Office to work with the
Sierra Club, to work \vith Indian Righ ts
Groups. The student has the burden ofshowing that the proposed work is in the public-

interest, but SFF stresses that the burden is
not very difficult to meet. Essentially, the
only requirement is that the student utilize
his or her legal sltills in a low-paying, public
service type job.
The program functions through the contributions of students who take well-paying
jobs during the summer. Students who wish
to receive funds must fill out form s detailing
the nature of their summer jobs. SFFreccomends that applications be submitted as soon
as possible. In this way, SFF can calculate
the amount of funds needed to finance the
program from year-to-year.
Then, for two weeks in March, SFF
sponsors a pledge drive where students are
requested to pledge 1% of their s ummer earnings to the program. Students do not have to
honor their pledges immediatley. Instead,
payment requests come in mid-July for first
and second year students. Third years students recive their notices in November, giving them a chance to start work. SFF would
like to increase the number of pledges made

by third year students. ln1989, over 500 the administration are less than the contristudents pledged amounts totalling almost butions of students. This is to be expected,
$43,000. The average pledge was $84.
however, as SFF stresses its dependence on
Upon receipt of the applictions , SFF the contributions of students.
Similarly, law fi rms also provide subsubmits its request for funds to the Law
School. The Law school pays the students stantial support. In 1989 law firms contriband then receives reimbursement from SFF. uted approx.imatley $15 thousand in direct
This arrangement . allows SFF to to pay and matching funds to the program. SFF
students in the program before the actual stresses that a breakdown of contributions on
a percentage basis is difficult because the
receipt of funds from pledges.
Difficulty arises when students fail to fund sources tend to vary from year to year.
honor their pledges. Since the Law School
SFF emphasizes that it has always had
fronts the initial payments to the students, the resources to fund all students who have
SFF faces the precarious task of convincing participated in the program. Unlike other
the Law School to front the funds despite the programs that have not experienced the sucfact that some students have failed o honor cess of SFF, Michigan's program does not
their pledges. Thus, students who fail to have to allocate funds based on the viability
meet their obligations actually harm the of the program propesed by the student.
program because SFF cannot insure the school
SFF does not judge the value of one
that it will repay the amount initially fronted public-interest position against the worth of
to the program.
another position to determine which will reThe administration and faculty also ceive funding. Based on the past success of
provide financial support to the program, a]. the program, SFF anticipates having suffithough the contributions of the faculty and cient funds to meet its future needs.

Ellsworth S ees Problems With Expert Witnesses
Continued from Page One

The general area of expert witness
testimony has grown at an amazing rate in
recent years. According to Ellsworth.
·sometimes experts are really experts. but
that is not always the case.· Even so. "it is
extremely rare that a judge will throw out

expert witness testimony.· Compounding
the problem is the fact that "you can't
always tell the worth of an expert by his
academic credentials." sa1d Ellsworth.
Attorneys often rely on qualities aside
from the "expertness" of an expert witness.
Crucial factors such as communication

skills and the ability of the attorney to the escalating cost. Since experts gener·
control the expert witness's testimony are ally charge from $50 to $300 per hour.
often more important. "The best experts people of lesser means have a distinct
are not always the easiest for an attorney to disadvantage in the courtroom.
Ellsworth, who is concluding her third
control, · said Ellsworth.
An especially troublesome aspect of year of teaching at Michigan. previously
the burgeoning use of expert witnesses is taught at Stanford University.

Riddell, Williams, Bullett &
Walkinshaw
of Seattle, Washington
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third-year students on

Thursday, November 9
for summer and permanent employment, 1990.
Student interview reqU€st cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Bickel & Brewer
of Chicago, New York & Dallas
is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing
interested second and third-year students on

Monday, November 6
for summer and permanent employment, 1990.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.
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The Womens Law Students' Association will have a general meeting Wednesday. Oct. 18, at 12:30 p.m. In Room 138.
Law School Night@ Rick's -Thuirsday,
Oct. 19th. Free Cover untll9 p.m. $3 after
9. You must present your law schoollD at
the door. Ge t there early as there Is a
UmUed supply of free beer. Sponsored by
the LSSS Social Comm1ttee.

The Women Law Students Association
invites all women to a wine and cheese with
the Women Lawyers' Association of Michigan. It will be held Wednesday. Oct. 18
from 4:30 to 6:30p.m. in the Lawyers Club
lounge. There wtll be a speaker on the
Michigan Supreme Court's Gender Bias
Task Force.

/

Interviewing Tips
To the Editor:
Aslnterviewlngseasondragson, many
of us are quite apprehensive about what
Ues ahead. To help alleviate this tension,
I would Uke to share a couple ofinterviewtng techniques virtually guaranteed to
result In "flybacks•. I encourage you to try
them. (At your own risk, of course.)
1. During a pause In the Interview, ask
the hiring partner. "Mind If I squirt you?"
Then pull a small water pistol from your
jacket pocket and politely squirt the partner several times.
2. Whlle answering one of the partner's
questions with great fluency and poise.
gingerly reach Into an tnslde pocket and
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remove a Donald Duck dispenser. As you
depress the lever, thereby causing a piece
ofPez to appearjust under Donald's chin,
pause In the mlddle ofyour answer. Smlle.
offer the candy to the Interviewer and ask,
"Pez?"

I prefer the second technique. because It's less messy and nobody sends
me a cleaning bill.
Randy Moeller
P.S.
"Have you ever danced with the
devil In the pale moonlight?" is a fine
response to ·well. do you have any questions to ask us?" First-years. take note.

\.,

The Famlly Law Project looklng for two
or three 2Ls or 3Ls to serve as Case Super·
visors. Some previous experience With FLP
Is required. For more Information. call
Nanette LaCross or Christine Drylle at
763·6591.

are welcome. Particularly needed are per·
sons with experience in set design/constructlon. lighting design. costume des·
lng/coordlnation. and stage management.
lflnteres ted. please contact Rich Perloffby
pendaflex or at 769·8145.

The Law School Arts Commlttee Is
looklng for experienced persons With an
Interest In theatre to assist With the production of a full-length play Winter semester. All law school students/faculty /staff

Next LSSS Sports events:
Oct. 21
Softball Tournament
Nov. 10
5K Charity Run
BowlJng
Nov. 16

Litigation Realities
Continued from Page Nine
arguments were waived and I had my last
btg surprise. The judge did not retreat Into
his chambers and emerge ten minutes
later With a judgment. He would deliberate
for over a month during which time more
briefs were to be filed. I guess I was a UtUe
too naive and a little too dependent on the
television images of the judicial process.
By now, many of you are nollclng that
this installment Isn't particularly amus ing. No, It Isn't. But I have found that
litigation Is seldom amusing and Is, after

all, a very serious business. Over two days
I learned that lives would be changed by
this d ecision and that It meant a great deal
to those Involved. And it even meant
something to those like me who were only
pertpherally involved.
In the end, It was an experience I hope
I shall never forget. I also hope that many
of you will have a similar opportunity. For
no longer are we observers of life but full
participants, able to change lives and shape
the law. It's a big responsibility.
By the way. we lost the case.

Husbands-In-LaW"
Kerr, Russell and Weber
of Detroit, Michigan
will be interviewing interested second and
third-year students on

Tuesday, November 7
for summer and permanent employment, 1990.

Kerr, Russell and Weber is celebrating its 115th
year of practice. Its widely diversified long-standing client base presents ample opportunity for
stable career development by qualified students.
Our balance of corporate and litigation services
proveded through a medium-sized firm positions
KRW well for the highly competitive legal world
of the 1990's and beyond. We are truly more than
a century ahead of the competition. We look
forward to our interviews at the University of
Michigan.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

(Or, The Law Is a Jealous Lover)
By Lynne Glass
There are certain points In life when It of the business world. There are both men
seems Uke the right time to get married. and women who have those characterisThey're the high-water marks of life. like tics.
graduation from college or grad school.
I don't want concessions because I'm a
Since I'm a 3L, I've decided that it's about female lawyer. If It's assumed that the
that time for me, and I'm on the lookout for ·mommy track" is a necessity for all women
the lucky guy. The problem Is. there's an and only women, woman lawyers become
unfulfilled niche for a certain klnd of man. devalued on grounds that they don't pull
He's "the lawyer's husband·.
their weight. Successful male lawyers have
I'm looklng for a guy who Will stay had to, and do, give up time with their
home and ra ise the klds. A guy who'll have families to devote the necessary efforts ro
the bathwater hot and the Chivas-and- their work. I think it's inaccurate to aswater cold when I get home from work. He sume that none of these men begrudged
speaks fluent cocktaU-party patois and the loss of watching their children grow up.
looks good In a jacket, for the finn bring- and of lime spent with their spouses. The
the-spouse events. A guy who'll take re- money and prestige of partnership in top
sponsibility for keeping the klds happy. finns , like most other rewards, d oesn't
healthy and well-educated. A good foot come without sacrifices. If I want those
massage Is a plus. but culinary skills be- rewards. I'll have to make similar sacrtyond peanut-butter-and-Jelly are Irrelevant fices. For those ofyou who think it shouldn't
(since he won't be seeing me In daylight be that way for either men or women, see
hours for years at a time).
the title. The problem for women is not that
No doubt. some of you out there are the profession needs to accommodate itself
thinking that Ijust want to reduce this guy to their entry. but the Jack of husbands -Into the long-sufferlngsubservience ofhouse- law like the one I've described (with some
hold domestics in the age of Mrs. Cleaver. comedic license) above. It's the lack ofa few
However. 1 don't think that there's any good men, individualistic enough to get
reason that the role I have in mind should beyond stereotypes. which have forced
Involve the degradation and desperation women like myself to the choice of careerInvolved for those of our mothers who took or-children.
It up because It was expected of them. The
Well. if you're out there. honey. come
role that has been called "housewife" ap- home. You knowwhoyouare. I promise to
peals to people who have the desire to be work hard and make a good living for you
s upportive, who are nurturing, and who and the kids.
find watching a child develop more fulfill·
You know where to find me (in my
lng than the competition and backs tabbing office).
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Denver Is This Year's Surprising NFL Contender
Continued from Page Twelve
Anderson is 32 years old. The Giants' defensive line will
have to start putting pressure on opposing quarterbacks
soon. So far. the Giants' line has produced only produced
5 sacks in 6 games. hardly adequate.
Denver has shown that It Is going to be a serious
contender this year, with a vastly improved defense and a
legitimate running game for the first time In recent memory.
TheA F.C. Central is a quagmire. The Bengals are a better
team than Miami. but they lost to the Dolphins this past
week at home. Cleveland's offense has disappeared the
past two weeks. and had better return soon. or the Browns
will have four losses in the first half of the season. Houston
came up with a big victory in Soldier Field agaJnst the
Bears. I picked Houston to make it to the Superbowl. and
hey still have a shot. but they will have to be more
consistent. Pittsburgh seems to play better every week.
Whether they will be able to displace the other teams In
heir division remains to be seen. They are still not an
ffenstve powerhouse. but their defense is playing well
nough such that other teams better not take the Steelers
ightly. Under Chuck Noll. Pittsburgh always has a very
physical team.
This week, Denver will play in Seattle. Seattle Is not
playing particularly well. but Denver Is. Seattle usually
beats the Broncos at home, but Denver has a lready shown
that they can win on the road on Astroturf when they beat
Buffalo. I am going to pick Seattle, however. because they
\\-ill have to win this game to avoid falling three games
behind Denver, which could be fatal to the Seahawks'
playoff chances. Seattle will have to open some holes for
Curl Warner. which will be no easy task given that the
Broncos have played the run extremely well thus far this
year. Seattle 24. Denver 2 1.
Pittsburgh will play in the "House of PaJn" against
Houston. If Pittsburgh can pull off this upset. they are a
l!ood team. but ! don't think thcvwill. Houston has a much
better offense. and they will not be shut down in front of
their own fans. Wa rren Moon will throw several touch down passes. Todd Blackledge. s ubbing at quarterback
for an injured Bubby Bris ter, Is not good enough to win
this game for the Steelers. Houston 31. Pittsburgh 16.
The .Cincinnati Bengals will host the Indianapolis
Colts. For the Colts. Jack Trudeau has to start playing
better. The Colts cannot depend on Eric Dickerson to
carry the offense every week. Cincinnati suffered a
letdown against a highly motivated Dolphin team last
week. and I do not expect the Bengals to suffer two
letdowns in a row. The Bengals' defense still has yet to
surrender more than 20 points in a game this year.
Cincinnati 24, Indianapolis 17.
The New York J ets will play the Bills In Buffalo. The
Jets are playing very poorly. They are a very young team.
and are not very good, but they are better than they have
shown thus far. AI Toon Is a great weapon. but he has two
sprained ankles. Buffalo Is a good team. even without Jim
Kelly, and they should handle the J ets. The only danger
for the Bills Is that the J ets may get very motivated for this
game, and make it a close one. Buffalo 25, New York Jets
14.
The Green Bay Packers will vis it Miami to play the
Dolphins. Miami plays poorly one week. and very well the
next. In beating Cleveland and Cincinnati the last two
~r·eeks. the Dolphins have shown that they can play with
anybody if they play with intensity. Miami s till has great
recetvers in Duper and Clayton. but the biggest surprise
s the Dolphins' defense. It has played remarkably well at
times . this In spite of the absence of John Offerdahl, who
s still holding out. Green Bay is still a good club. despite
he drubbing they took In Minnesota. In a mild upset. I'll
ick the Packers. Green Bay 27. Miami 24.
Minnesota will play the Lions In Pontiac. Detroit has
o be happy about winning their first game. Now they are
oing to play the Improved version of the Vikings. Detroit
annot block the Viking pass-rushers. Barry Sanders
must play for the Lions to keep the game close. Herschel
Walker wtll probably get 100 yards rushing, and it would
e a monumental upse t for the Lions to win. Minnesota

31, Detroit 17.
and the Chargers' running game Is averaging over four
New England will play at San Francisco. I am tempted yards a carry. Lawrence Taylor should be able to put
to pick the Patriots In an upset. because their defense Is pressure on McMahon. The Giants should win. but they
playing well, John Stephens is healthy at running back. will not dominate the Chargers. New York Giants 24. San
and Doug Flu tie Is at the helm. San Fral).cisco could suffer Diego 17.
a letdown after winning five games on the road. I still think
In the Monday night game, Chicago plays In Cleveland
that the 49'ers will prevail. however. with either Joe against the Browns. One of these teams will lose their
Montana or Steve Young at quarterback. San Francisco third straight game. I can't see that happening to a Mike
Ditka team with as much talent as the Bears have. The
24. New England 20.
New Orleans will play the Rams in Los Angeles. New Bears will run Neal Anderson effectively. Mike Tomczak
Orleans will have to win this game If they are going to stay must stay away from stupid Interceptions like he threw
in contention for the playoffs. They are better than their against Houston. Cleveland's offense will have to play
2-4 record indicates. The Rams have too many weapons better than It has in past weeks. Bernie Kosar must find
on offense for the Saints to handle. however. Jim Everrett his receivers better. a nd they cannot keep dropping balls
s hould rebound from a poor performance against Buffalo like they have been. This should be a hard hitting game.
this Monday night. Los Angeles Rams 28. New Orleans 16. and a close one. Chicago 27. Cleveland 21.
Phoenix will host Atlanta. Phoenix is a bad team. Last
Following Is my ranking of N.F.L. teams at this stage
week. they played Tom Tupa a t quarterback. He threw six of the season:
Interceptions. This man s hould not be playing quarterback In the N.F.L. The Cardinals should play Timm 1. Minnesota
15. New Orleans
Rosenbach as soon as possible If Gary Hogaboom can't 2. San Francisco
16. Miami
play. Atlanta is not a bad team. and Chris Miller is a good 3. Los Angeles Rams
17. Kansas City
4. Denver
quarterback. Atlanta 21 Phoentx 17.
18. Seattle
Kansas City will host the winless Dallas Cowboys. 5. Philadelphia
19. Tampa Bay
Dallas has played better in recent weeks, but they will fmd 6. New York Giants
20. Los Angeles Raiders
it hard to win this game because Kansas City is very hard 7. Cincinnati
21. Pittsburgh
to throw agaJnst. and the Cowboys have a weak running 8. Chicago
22. Atlanta
game. Kansas City's offense is not scoring a lot of points. 9. Buffalo
23. San Diego
but It should score enough to beat Dallas. Kansas City 20. 10. Houston
24. Atlanta
11. Cleveland
Dallas 13.
25. Phoenix
Ray Perkins will take his Tampa Bay Buccaneers to 12. Washington
26. New York Jets
R.F.K. Stadium to play the 3-3 Washington Redskins. 13. Indianapolis
27. Detroit
Clearly. the Redskins will have to win this game If they 14. Green Bay
28. Dalla s
want to make the playofTs. The Sues are much improved,
but they are not good
enough to beat Washington. Ernest Bvner is starting to make a real Impact
for the Redskins. Vinny
Testaverde must play for the
Bucs to have a chance.
Washington 35. Tampa Bay
17.
The Los Angeles Raiders. 2-0 under new head
coach Art Shell. will visit
Philadelphia. The Eagles
defense Is great up front,
not so great in the secondary. If t.l1.e Raiders can
keep Reggie White and Jerome Brown off of Jay
Schroeder. he has very good
receivers to throw to. No
one on the Eagles can cover
Willie Gault, but Schroeder
will need time to throw to
him. The Raiders will also
need good r uns by Bo
Jackson to diminish the
Eagle
pass
rush.
Philadelphia's offense
should be strong enough to
win this game. Philadelphia 30, Los Angeles Raiders 17.
The New York Giants
will play in San Diego
against the Chargers. The
Giants are a good team. but
they have some weaknesses.
The defensive line is not
what it once was, and Phil
Simms Is not at his best.
They should beat San Diego, but had better not take
the Chargers lightly. Jim
McMahoncanthrowdeep.

rr=======================================il

Mayor, Day &

Caldwell
of Houston, Texas
will be conducting interviews of interested second
and third-year law students on

Wednesday, November 7
for Summer Associate and full -time positions with
the firm beginning in 1990.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

~========================================================~

THE VERDICT IS IN .. .

KAPLAN-SMH IS MICHIGAN'S
BAR REVIEW!
AT EVERY MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL,
KAPLAN-SMH PASS RATES EXCEL!
• WE SET NEW PASSING HIGHS FOR T H E FEBRU ARY, 1988 MIC HIGAN
BAR EXAM.
• AN D NOW... WHILE THE STATEWID E PASS RATES D ECLINED FO R THE
J ULY, 1988 EXAM, W E R EP EATE D OU R OUTSTANDING PASS
RATES AT EVERY MICHIGAN LAW SC HOO L!

FIRST TIME TEST TAKERS
SCHOOL RATE

KAPLAN·SMH RATE

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

92°/o

98°/o

UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT

83°/o

92°/o

DETROIT COLLEG E OF LAW

60°/o

65°/o

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

90°/o

92°/o

THOMAS COOLEY

74°/o

92°/o

TOTAL MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOLS

79°/o

89°/o

..SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES

See your Cantpus Rep, or call:
Ann Arbor

Eac;t Lansing
203 E. Hoover St.
1111 Michigan Ave.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104-3704 E. Lansing, MI 48823 -40 19
(3 13) 662-3 149
(51 7) 332-2539

Detroit Area
Crossroads Office Centre
16250 Northland Drive
Southfield, MJ 48075-5205
(313) 569-5320

Grand Rapids

2627 East Beltline S. E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506-5937
(6 16) 957 -9701

KAPLAN· SMH, MICHIGAN'S BAA REVIEW
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My Biggest Trial The Ongoing Adventures of Superclerk
By Robert L. Jones
By now many of you are probably asking yourselves

be same question. A question that ha ngs over the law
chool like a black cloud. poisomng students' attempts to
1udv or lead an otherwise normal life - at least a life
~sidered normal for a law student. The question:
·Didn't this Jones guy do any work last summer?"
The answer is yes. I did quite a bit of work. In fact. my
jst week on the job I had an experienc-e few law clerks gel.
!spent two days out of town at a trial! (For those ofyou who
actually tried cases this summer and spent countless
;ours in the court. I don't want to hear It)
The trial was a custody case which was set for the
:bursday and Friday of my first week. We were represent.:Jga mother who was attempting to get her children back
from her wealthy and powerful ex-husband who had been
a,.-arded custody in the original divorce proceeding some
rears ago.
· The other surruner clerk wasn't to start work until the
i'Jilowing Monday. so I was able to reap the benefits of my
sood luck without having to share lt. When asked If I
•uuld like to go.I decided to play disinterested. Make them
!;eg you ro go. was my motto. ~y answer was:
"Yes. yes. yes. Oh pleeeeeeeeeease let me go.·
To my surprise. I was to be more than an Interested
observer. One of our main witnesses was reluctant to
testify. An associate and I were given the task of picking
him up the nlght before the trial. taking him to dinner.
going over his testimony and putting him up in a local
hotel.
For those who haven't had a similar experience. It's
quite a thrill. At dinner. I got to play big-time lawyer.
l!sterung intently to the witness recount his story. searching for any nugget of information on which the trial might
tum. I also got to do my best James Bond impression as
lscoped ou t the hotel. watrhin_g for any of the ex-husband's
)tooges there to spy on our wttness. To my dtsappotntment. nothing dangerous happened.
The next morning the associate picked me up at 7:00

a.m. and we met with the two Partners who would be trying
the case. We also picked up a caravan consisting of our
client. several witnesses and ma ny of the client's friend s.
To my delight. I was told that because of the notoriety of
the ex-husband. the press would be out in full force.
A forty-five minute drive deposited us at the office of
the local counsel. The trial was held in a county courthouse some dis tance from India napolis. The courthouse
was typical of many in the Midwest: a three-story structure located In the middle of a town square surrounded by
a small town. It was very quaint and felt very historical.
To my great disappointment. there was no press
hounding our every move and harassing our client with
personal questions. I had been all prepared to snarl. "No
comment"Into a news camera. In fact. the witnesses were
not allowed to hear each other's testimony so. besides the
lawyers present. there was only a small handful of spectators. My vision of L.A Law was shot.
At our table sat two Partners from our firm. the local
counsel and the client. The associate and I sat In the rows
of benches for the public. At the opposing table sat the e.xhusband. his local counsel. and three attorneys from the
firm representing him. They had also brought a paralegal
to make up a complete transcript.
Once. during the trial. the judge called counsel to the
bench. Our two attorneys stepped forward as well as two
from the other s ide. Then. the rest of the ex-husband's
contingent decided they didn't want to be left out so they
stepped forward . Finally. so did our local counsel. In all,
seven attorneys faced the judge. each straining forward to
hear what was being said. Seeing this gaggle of attorneys.
some at the bench merely to feel important. was quite an
amusing sight.
The tes timony of the witnesses was fascinating. Our
side tried to present a picture of abuse and neglect while
the other portrayed a warm and loving fa.milv [the exhusband had since remarried) which would be tom apart
by granting custody to the mother. Our client was also put
through the wash as they tried to show that she was an

unfit mother. Each side called an expert as well as coworkers. servants. friends and of course our client and her
ex-husband.
By the end of the first day. we had rested our case. The
other side would present theirs the next day. I arrived
back at the sorority at 7:00 p.m.. having had a satisfying
and rewarding day. Unfortunately. it was a Thursday so
I had to run off and play softball. Sometimes. you just can't
win.
The next day contained the single most exciting
moment for me. The defense was bringing up a long line
ofpeoplewhoworked for the ex-husband to testify that the
home in which the kids lived was happy and abuse-free.
As one woman. the laundrywoman. testified. she had
never seen the father abuse the children in any way.
Something in her testimony struck me.
1 quickly whispered a question to the associate. He
nodded. wrote out my question and handed it toone of the
Partners. During the cross-examination. only three questions were asked of that witness.
·At what time did you arrive for work in the morning?·
"8:00a.m. ·
"At what time did you leave at night?"
·s:oo p.m.·
"At what times did Mr. Ex-Husband leave forworkand
get home?"
"7:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.·
My question had shot the witness totally out of the
water! I was terribly excited and at tha t moment. I knew
I wanted to be a litigator. (Of course. It's entirely possible
that they were prepared to ask that question anyway. but
I suppose Ill never know.)
One of the other attorneys tried to recover by redirect
but merely proved the old maxim. "Never ask a witness a
question you don't know the answer to". He only further
buried the witness. It was a joy to behold.
FinaJ.Jy. all the testimony was completed. closing
See Litigation. Page Six

From the Dining Hall Cuisine Scene
By Amy Blum
One of my most notable experiences in this. my first
}'tar of law school. has been the Lawyers Club "dining
hall". And yes,! admit to being Impressed by the place. It's
btg. it's old. and the ceUlng Is twenty limes my height.
There a re just these several things that have been bothermg me about it. though. Some of these concerns don't
even have to do with the food! And somehow or other I've
gotten the Idea th at I'm not alone. Mainly. I have talked to
qUite a few people. most of thefll ori location.
This Is not meant as a com plaint against anything and
everything related to our food service. Apparently I like
more of the meals than many of those In my informal
research; i.e.. I'm not especially picky. But. hey. I feel
compelled to speak out and protest on a few matters here
and there. One of the first problems I noticed is that there
seems to be a mysterious lack of various food items.
SomethJng is always In short supply; whatever it Is. it is
already gone or just plain missing. Only a thJn remnant
of lettuce will be left at the salad bar. Or those waiting In
lme wW hear that terrible cry. "12: 15 ... and Iilli in your
dtslred meal! Is out· from the far reaches up ahead of
them. This has happened several times already. and the
}'ear Is far from over. II happened to me with the sandwich
bread. the bagels. etc. nowhere In sight.
No violins please - all those In my group eventually
found something or other to eat. The problem is that
students are paying enough for their food that this should
not happen so often. or at all. The dire warnings I've heard
of a downward slide the rest of the year from second- and
third-years have been scaring me. Just last week there
v.-as a lunch at which no food at all was left by about 12:30
or so. Those to whom this happened had good reason to

be annoyed that for one of their thirteen meals their only
choices were salad and cereal. Our food service is just not
that large and unmanageable of an operation. It serves a
set number of people. most of whom regularly eat there.
and all of whom pay for that privilege.
Those nicer (and more expensive) foods that appear at
some meals are a welcome part of the menu. When cooked
fairly well - a problem In a large kitchen - they are a
pleasant change. However. perhaps it might be better to
serve simpler. more easily prepared meals and not go Into
short supply. Not that a bit more attention to cooking
those properly Is not in order. I know I for one am tired of
burnt eggs.
The French bread pl.7.za and the cold cut lunches were
big hits. Sandwich bars. potato bars. and bread and
cheese bars are other choices people I've talked to would
enjoy seeing. A few more choices for Sunday's so-called
dinner might be nice as well. Another pleasant change
would be to have a ctual ice cream present in the ice cream
machines. So far as I can tell. they are mostly there for
their decoratiVe function. But I must say (unfortunately)
that the desserts have been all too appealing!
The other subject that I wanted to mention is those two
handy little print-ups have recently appeared in the dining
hall. One exhorts the reader to aid the uniVersity in Its
effort to recycle. The other Informs students all about the
Importance of the four food groups and a balanced diet.
Overheard mealtlme chatter giVes me the feeling that there
are others out there who find these funny. At ten cents a
shot. my roommate and I do a fine job at returning our
aluminum cans. The amount of paper goods we have no
alternative but to throw into the common dining hall bin
must more than make up for that though. The problems

staffing enough workers to wash each meal's dishes
understandably rule out forgoing paper altogether. But
someone. somewhere should have thought a Uttle more
before simply putting those sheets out on the tables.
Perhaps that person might have thought a bit about what
could be done within the dining hall itself. All sorts of
things get thrown into the same garbage can. Also. I've
been told many of the paper products used are particularly
difficult to recycle because of their heavy plastic or waxed
coatings. One suggestion people made to me is at least to
use glasses instead of those waxed cups. Even If all dishes
cannot be done for every meal. an effort could be made to
wash the glasses.
And then. I've been Informed with passion. there Is the
matter of the styrofoam. By some process I am not yet
quite clear on. this substance helps cut holes in the ozone
layer. But I do know that a lot offt gets used in the dining
hall food service. And I know that! don't want the oceans
rising and Florida s inking under the waters from styro·
foam I ate with. however remotely connected these may be.
I'm from there. so It's a really nasty thought. More
seriously. I do realize the connection between our single
dining hall a nd the safety of the world environment Is fairly
tenuous. However. who was It who placed those sheets on
our tables after all?
The Irony of the Informational print-ups on choosing
from the four food groups needs Uttle e.xplanation. Finding
enough likable food at many meals to leave feeling full can
too often be a matter of persistence. creativity. and cereal.
I've overheard much better comments than any I can think
up ofThan d. so I'll just leave you to your own thoughts. See
you in the dining hall ....
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Top 10 College Football Teams Since 1968

.

By Harold Hunter
Top ten greatest teamsofthe "Hunterera·: the Hunter
era ls from 1968 (the year in which I can honestly
remember and thus evaluate college football) through the
present:
l. 1971 Nebraska - Also voted by a poll of sports
joumallsts who have and do cover the game as the greatest
team of all time.
2. 1968 Ohio State - Stillwagon. Kern and the rest of
Woody's troops were awesome that year.
3. 1969 Ten. - The James Street-led 'bone attack was
the precursor to the Oklahoma 'bone of the 70's and 80's.
4. 1975 Oklahoma -Steve DaVis. the Selmon brothers.
and the rest of Barry's boys were great. although not much
better than the probation-saddled 1974 squad.
5. 1977 Notre Dame - What true college football fan
could forget their national championship showdown with
the Crimson Tide that year? Special kudos go to any Irish
fan who can correctly identify the name of the obscure ND
tight end who caught the very important pass that virtu·
ally cllnched the game for Notre Dame.
6. 1979 Alabama .. Few teams could match the domi·
nance the Crimson Ttde established during the last three
years of the 1970's.
7. 1971 Oklahoma - What can you say? They were
probably five points shy of being rated the best of all-time.
8. 1988 Notre Dame - A very good, well-balanced
group with few weaknesses.
9. 1976 Pittsburgh - This Tony Dorsett-led group
dominated throughout that otherwise weak year for college football powers.
10. 1987-88 Miami Hurricanes - A truly exceptional
group of athletes - a bad call in South Bend away from
being repeat national champs.
Honorable mention - Perhaps the best team over a two
year period never to win a national championship was the
19 82·8 3 Nebraska squad led by Gill, Rozier, Fryar.
Stelnkuhler. Rimington and company. A last-second loss
after an admittedly (by the referee) horrible call against
eventual national champ Penn State in 1982. and the
failure of a two-point conversion against national champ
Miami in the Orange Bowl in 1983 were the only two stains
on an otherwise dominant record. The '83 squad certainly

was the best offensive team of the last 25 years.
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES THIS WEEK
(Last week Harold was 6·3 straight up and 3· 5·1
against the spread. For the season. he is 25-12-1 straight
up. and 19-17-2 against the points.)
USC at NOTRE DAME - Ahh. the annual reunion of
two of college football's most storied Institutions. Notre
Dame keeps rollin' along, showing few signs of weakness
In any areas of the game. USC is winning. although not
dominating. at a Rose Bowl level. The Trojans defense
should be able to slow down the powerful Irish running
game and force Tony Rice to atr lt out a bit more thatn he
might like. However, the key matchup here Is the strong
Irish defense against the Inexperienced Todd Marinovich·
led USC offense. While Marinovich Is competent. and
quickly Improving. Coach Larry Smith can not be resting
easy knowing a freshman will lead his otherwise e.-q>erienced charges Into battle In a tradition-filled, and thus
tense. situation. Look for Notre Dame to throw enough
variations at the Trojans to keep their offense off balance
most of the day. NOTRE DAME 20 USC 14
TENNESSEE at ALABAMA - Another tradition-rich
game with a new twist: thjs will be the first time since 1973
that both teams have entered the game unbeaten. The
winner here. especially if the Vols prevail, can control its
Sugar Bowl destiny. Further. each team. again especially
the Vols, maintains outside hopes of a national champion·
ship. However. Tennessee's leading rusher and Helsman
hopeful Reggie Cobb has been permanently suspended
from the squad. However. don't shed too many tears for
the Volunteers. Redshlrt freshman Chuck Webb Is every
bit the player Cobb was. and perhaps slightly more
explosive. Alabama Is undefeated. but hasn't really looked
like a real national power in prevailing over average teams.
Thus. this game Is their proving ground. especially for
coach Bill Curry. who would love to exorcise to ghosts of
Bear Bryant and Ray Perkins currently haunting his every
decision. Although Tennessee traditionally has slgnlfi·
cant difficulty winning at 'Barna. they look too talented
here for the Crimson Tide. IF the Vols can emotionally
overcome the loss of Cobb. look for a mild upset here.
UPSET SPECIAL: TE!II"NESSEE 21 AlABAMA 17

PREDICTIONS OF OTHE R TOP GAMES
WASHI NGTON STATE 24 ARIWNA 16
MICHIGAN STATE 23 ILLINOIS 21
CLEMSON 33 NOR1H CAROLINA STA'TE 28
FLORIDA STATE 28 AUBURN 23
MICHIGAN 31 IOWA 16

Hunter's
Top Guns
l. NOTRE DAME
2. MIAMI
13. COWRADO
4. MICHIGAN
5. NEBRASKA
6. TENNESSEE
7.

ARKANSAS

8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

usc
PIITSBURGH
AUBURN

AlABAMA
WASHINGTON STA'TE
FLORIDA STATE
NORTH CAROLINA STATE
ILLINOIS
HOUSTON
PENN STATE
WESTVlRGINIA
FLORIDA
OKLAHOMA
ARIZONA
TEXASA&M
CLEMSON
BYU
AJR FORCE

On Gunners: The Response*
By Andrew Manitsky
"That guy's a spooner: commented Berg. my room·
mate. "Yeah,· I added. "what the hell's his problem?" "He's
a spooner: Berg continued, "that's his problem.·
Sure. this Is snappy dialogue, and there's plenty of it
to be found In the B-section of the Lawyers Club. But the
question Is: What exactly is a spooner? In the first part
of this article. I stressed the Importance of the distinction
between ·gunners· and "innocent enthusiasts: with the

Second of two articles

former being morally repugnant, and the latter being
morally fine. But there Is a further distinction to be made.
for there are persons whose out-of-class activities are
morally suspect, and, although they look like gunners, we
cannot rightly call them such. These people are. of course,
·spooners· . A spooner Is someone who. outside of the
classroom, exhibits the kind of morally bothersome enthusiasm we normally associate with a gunner. The
spooner tries desperately to Impress In the Main Reading
Room. at Dominick's. and at parties. We encounter
spoonage virtually every day.
Anyway. I don't really want to talk about spooners. so

forget all that stuff. I just brought it up because I said I like consideration. don't you think so Coach?" Or when
would. What I want to talk about Is this: Given that asked a question, simply respond: ·rm barely paying
gunners are morally offensive, what should our response attention. Ace. What was the question?" In fact. if you
be? What should we do? What s hould we think? As I see haven't done the reading. it's too easy just to let the prof
ft. there are two possible responses to gunners: (1) play know before class starts. and it's too annoying to have to
gunner bingo and gunner basketball as often and as listen to someone pretend to have done it. Belter to wait
for the prof to ask a question. raise your hand . and when
competitiVely as possible; (2) out-gun the gunners.
Gunner bingo Is well-known: create a bingo card (a 3· called on say "I didn't do the reading· or ·pass.·
by-3 grid) with your favorite gunners on It, and put your
Actually. it doesn't matter which of these responses
·sure thtng· In the center square. When a gunner on your one adopts. for we all realize that. during class. our
card guns. you mark the square. When you get bingo. you professors run the show. Let's face it: they're mental
must. according to long-standing tradition. let the other giants. so It's only natural for us to be a little Intimida ted
bingo players know by askJng a question with a code word by them. Still. they're old, and many of them are out of
or phrase In it. like "bingo· or "it seems to me· or "I didn't s hape. We should take some comfort in the fact that. If it
read the case. but . . .. • Gunner basketball Is a more recent came to blows. we could probably take them out. To be
variation on this noble theme: players choose a ·squad" of sure. there are certain fields of law which readily lend
three gunners. and they receive 2 points for each time one themselves to violence. so one must be cautious when
of their gunners makes a gunning-oriented remark - 3 wrestling, say. one's tort professor. (Reimann. In particupotnts If the remark Is called out while someone else is still lar. looks like he can mix it up pretty good.) The point is.
speakJng. And ifthe proflnterrupts a gunner, that's a foul, no matter how much gunners look like they're getting the
and the gunner has .two chances to receive a point: first, upper hand. try to remember that physical force very ofien
by us ing a Latin phrase within three seconds of the foul; carries the day. With this in mind. it should be clear that
second. by askJng the prof a rhetorical question and then gunners will never have the last laugh.
waiting for an answer.
*I am indebted to my colleagues for helping me sort out
One might try to out-gun the gunners. not just by
speakJng more often, but by speaking In a way that makes these Issues: in particular. I wish to thank M. Mlshlove. J.
their whole enterprise look foolish. One can call professors Newfield and (especially} M. Berg. I have also benefited
·coach" or "Ace." as In: "Earlier performance sure looks from conversations with B. Yost, J. Green. and "Dinza".
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The Staff of the RG Wishes Jerry
Better Luck Next Week

Bears and Browns Brawl

By Jerry Pinn
Superbowl anci they might do that now that they have the keep them one game in front of their N.F.C. East nemesis,
Last week. due to space llmilations. The Res Gestae best running back In football, but I s till feel the Los Angeles the PhUadelphia Eagles. The Giants needed to W.r. this
did not run the scores I predicted for Week Six In the N.F.L. Rams and San Francisco 49'ers have a good cha nce. The game. because their schedule will include games against
This Is just as weU. because my performance was once Vikings are pla)'ingTommy Kramer like I said they should, Minnesota and Philadelphia at home, and the L.A. Rams.
agaJn subpar. Not Including the results of Monday night's but he is not doing as well as I thought he would. One thing San Francisco. and Denver away. The Giants' offensive
game between the L.A. Rams and the Buffalo Dills. I was that is clear. however. is that Minnesota's defense ls great. line played better this week. although John "Jumbo·
4·7· 1 agaJnst the spread (the Houston-Chicago game did even without the players the VIkings sent to Dallas for Elliott surrendered two sacks to Dexter Manley in the first
not count because my prediction was the same as the Herschel. Keith Millard already has 12 sacks. and Is as half. The Giants have to be pleased. however, that they
spread). and 8·5 picking winners without the spread. My mean as any player In football. He can disrupt a team's could run the ball with Otlls Anderson In the fourth
cumulative record ls now 7 · 17· 1 against the spread, and whole offense if he Is allowed to ma ke penetra tion. which quC!rter agaJnst the Redsklns, to run time off the c!IJCk
when they had to. Anderson had 101 yards on 25 carries
16· 10 without the spread. Admittedly, this is a dism:l.! he often does because he Is so quick off the ball.
performance. but I was 9-3· 1 agaJnst the spread In Week
Chicago is -::!early a team In filL'<- A month ago. the agaJnst the 'Skins but the Giants cannot count on him for
Four, when The Res Gestae did not run my article at all Bears destroyed the Vikings. ~:ow, Mike Dltka has staled 25 carrie::; a game for the rest of the year, because
See Denver , Page Seven
because I didn't meet the deadline. If I keep missing so that he doesn 'tfeel that the Bears, tf they play the way :hey
many predictions. I am going to predict the games as I have the past two weeks,
think they will tum out, and then pick the opposite. If I will win another game this
keep picking correctly only 30% of the time, I recommend year. The once mythical
-·
betting agaJnst my picks.
Bears' defense has surrenThe only upset I predicted correctly last week was dered 75 points the last two
Detroit's victory over Tampa. I only made this prediction weeks. Dan Hampton's Joss
on the advice of a close friend who is a diehard Lions fan. to knee surgery has clearly
lfl·
.
'
I was wrong In picking Green Bay to upset Minnesota and had a large nega tive effect
Kansas Ciiy to upset the L.A. Raiders. I did not foresee on the team.
Trace
Houston beating Chicago, Miami beating Cincinnati. or Armstrong's Injury did not
Pittsburgh beaUng Cleveland. The mark of a good prog- help matters. If the Bears
nosticator Is being able to pick upsets. I had better start don't bounce back In Clevepicking some soon If I am going to redeem myself.
land on Monday night,
There were some Interesting games this past week. Minnesota cou ld take
Tampa Bay beat Chicago two weeks ago. but couldn't beat charge of the division. The
the winless Detroit Lions. It Is true thatVinnyTestaverde's Bears sUll must play the
absence hurt the Sues, but even without Vinny. Tampa Rams, the Packers twice,
OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 2-l HOU RS
should have won If It were a playoff caliber club. Keep in the Redskins, the Vikings,
mind that the Lions won without Bany Sanders. I picked and the 49'ers. A loss In
54() E. Li bert y
1220 S. Universitv \1ichigan Union
Green Bay to upset Minnesota. but that was before the Cleveland would definitely
747-9070 .
662-1222
761·-+539
Vikings acquired Herschel Walker from the Dallas Cow- hurt Dltka's club.
toys. This deal could shift the balance of power In the
The New York Giants'
N.F.C. Central Division. I did pick Minnesota to win the victoryoverWas~ngtonwill '

24 Hours:·A Day ·

kinko·s·

the copy center

Law in the Raw
fjshman v. Brooks. 396 Mass. 643 (1986)
They gave us the common Jaw; they gave us Maitland; they gave us gin; but at least we didn't copy one Six v. United Slates. 450 F.2<1 66 (2nd Clr. 1971)
thing British - those damn wigs that barristers wear.
(No, I don't mean the quasi-secret kind we have. al- United Slates v. 37 Photographs . 402 U.S. 363 (1971)
though some of them might look better wearing a wig!)
Of course. the Idea of wigs was originally a French Big Mama Rag. Inc. v. United Staces. 631 F.2d 1030 (D.C.
Clr. 1980)
Idea. one Charles II imported in the 1670's. (Maybe
that's what got Cromwell ticked off?) Anyway. the
Secret Res Gestae sources
tradition developed (along with a little dandrum and Is
still the status quo today. And that's fme. I've got no More Silly Depositions
problem with ti1at. But now, some people are stealing
Here's an excerpt from an actual deposition. For
other people's wigs! '"'This wtgnapplng is rife, I am background. you should know that the deponent was
afrald," sald Chris Van Hagen, a hirsute banister. This testifying about the reaction ofa developer who discovered
would not be a problem, except that the older the better that he had 42 acres of land to develop, but that half of it
as far as wigs go. as weU was the expense involved ($350 was submerged under the Hudson River (like Jimmy
for new wigs. Used ones range from $240 to $50. "Get Hoffa).
your used wigs here. used wtgs. Old. smelly. weU·worn
wigs. lAden with lice. fleas, dandruff. excema. psonasls
Q: What If anything did Mr. Smith say and wha t did
wigs!).
you say? Just report the s ubstance of the conversation or
In terms of age, most banisters like old wigs. which anything else that occurred.
connote experience (and hopefully wisdom.) "You look
A:. I said, ·we do not have the . .. • Accordingly to my
like a fool in a sparkling new wig.· said one banister. conversation. I beiJeve If! recall what! ~aid which !tended
(Sounds more like something John Cleese would say.) to, that where we thought we had 100 acres of land both
Scotland Yard has not been called in to investigate, above and below water. we have much Jess than that. and
and even If they were, they are not enthusiastic about that the actual number of units that you could build on it
lending a hand (Mom always said not to share combs. re- Is much less than what we thought we had. and that If one
member?) Sald one Yard official, ·we have enough other cr-uld draw a conclusion, that Ifyou are unable to build the
things to do.· But victims are keeping their eyes open. 350 plus units that the value is not there, and we could be
One banister. sans Wig after 40 years together. "I would under water as far as our loan Is concerned.
know my wig tf I saw it.·
Q: What If anything did Mr. Smith say, do you recall?
Wall Street JournaL October 4, 1989
A:. No. "Oh shit.· or something like that. It might have
been something other than that.
Stlll More Silly Case Names
Secret Res Gestae sources
Sony. but weve got to clean up the ftles:
I've Got a Flyback with Dewey, Cheatham & Howe

A Wig! A Wig! My kingdom for a wig!

By Colin Zick
Would you work for a Jaw finn called "Low. Bail &
Lynch"? Apparently somebody does. The managing
partner of the firm (a California environmental law
specialis t) says that · our clients love the name. We
maJnly represent defendants, and our name is particularly a ppropriate for defending people.·
WaU Street JournaL May 10, 1989
(Thanks. Mom!)

At Least the Bases Weren't Stolen
The World Ser1es Is upon us, when baseball's best .
gather to give an exhibition of the finest aspects of the ·
game. However, !lOt all baseball is played under the
opulent conditions found at the major league level. Take
the Quad Ciiy Angels. In the lowest rungs of the minor
leagues (Single A ball). (An aside: can you name the Quad
C!Ues? Moline, Illlnois; Rock Island. Illlnois; Bettancourt, Iowa: and Davenport. Iowa.) After losing a fourgame series to the South Bend White Sox. they also lost
their shirts. And their pants. and their hats and their .
. . you get the idea.
It seems that the Angels had stayed in a hotel in
South Bend the year before. But when it was time to
leave, hotel owner T. Brooks Brademas said the Angels
did not pay their bill. So Brademas got a default
judgment, and had police seiZe uniforms, bats and
helmets as part of that judgment. Pollee sealed the exits
to the Angels'locker room and searched each and every
player as they left.
Back In Davenport, Angels General Manager Mike
Tatolan s aid that the equipment was the property of the
major league parent club, the California Angels, not the
Quad City version. "If they felt they had to seiZe something. they can come here and get a popcorn cart.· he
sald.
Boston Globe. July 14, 1989

